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1 Directory Search

Download the file texts.zip from the course web page. Unzip it in your work-
ing directory. Since NLP often works with textual files, the capability to handle
them properly is essential. Thus, given the newly created folder texts, cre-
ate a script that searches through its contents. Your script should collect the
names of all files in the directory and then search each of them for the word
computational. Each time the word is found, print out the name of the file
you find it in and the full line that contains this word. Count the times the
word has been found in the directory and write the result to a new file called
hits.txt by including the word you have been searching for and the number
of hits for it. Run your script for other words so that the file hits.txt gets
extended with information about the searches (Hint: in order to extend the file
and not overwrite it open the file as follows: open(’hits.txt’, ’a’)). Below
you can see an example for the contents of the file hits.txt:

computational 10

linguistics 18

processing 6

chunking 1

coreference 1

html 1

machine 8

Submit your script named as search.py as well as your file hits.txt.

2 Web Crawling

The Online Plain Text English Dictionary (OPTED) is a public domain English
word list dictionary, based on the public domain portion of ”The Project Guten-
berg Etext of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary” which is in turn based on the



1913 US Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. You can find it on the following web
page http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/~ralph/OPTED.
Consider the module urlopen (Hint: look at the slides!). Use it to find out a way
to search automatically through the web pages containing all the words in the
dictionary sorted by letter. (Hint: use the links below section OPTED v0.03
by Letter(size). Analyze the URLs they have. How can you search through
these automatically without providing each URL manually?) Use your pro-
gram to analyze these pages and to print out the number of words
contained in the dictionary under letter A by counting them on this
specific page. (Hint: Look at the source code behind the web page containing
the words. How are the lines containing word definitions defined? You can use
line.decode("utf-8") to convert each of the returned lines into a string.)
Note, that you might get a slightly different number depending on how you are
searching for the words through the page. I got 11 616. What did you get?

Please, during the development of your scripts, try to restrict the number of
times you automatically access the dictionary. Web crawling is “exhausting”
and in case you overdo the number of requests to the dictionary, they might
block the IPs that you are using.
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